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1. INTRODUCTION 
In [3] (see also [IZ, 7, 2, 11) an algorithm is described for computing 
upper and lower bounds for the eigenvalues of a regular SturmPLiouville 
problem on a Finite interval. The method replaces the coefficients of the 
differential equation by constants on each subinterval of a partition of 
the interval. The bounds converge to the true eigenvalues, the rate of 
convergence being of the first order in h (h being the step size). In [13] it 
is shown that the arithmetic mean of the upper and lower bounds exhibits 
second-order convergence. 
In this paper we generalize the method to regular Sturm-Liouville 
problems on a finite interval with boundary conditions containing the 
eigenvalue parameter linearly. We prove the first-order convergence of the 
upper and lower bounds to the true eigenvalues and the second-order con- 
vergence of the arithmetic mean of the upper and lower bounds. For the 
proofs we use an operator-theoretic formulation of the problem which can 
be made for coefficients having jump discontinuities analogous to that 
given in [ 17, 8, 11, 4, 161 for continuous coefficients, and an error charac- 
terization similar to that used in [lo] for some special singular eigenvalue 
problems with eigenvaluc parameter in one boundary condition and to that 
used in [13] by the proof of the second-order convergence of the 
arithmetic means in the case of /l-independent boundary conditions. 
2. NOTATION, THEORY, AND THE ALGORITHM 
Let [a,h]cR a finite interval and let x:= {a=x,<x, < ... <~,,=h} 
a partition of [a, h]. For m = 0, 1, 2, . . . let PCc[u, h] denote the set of 
functions f: [a, b] + R in 
P[u, x,) n Cn2(.x,, x2) n . . n P’(x,,~~ , , h] 
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such that f’“’ has left and right limits at x1, . . . . x,- r. Let Y E PCi[a, h], 
p, qEPCO,[a,b], where v>r,>O, p>/pO>O on [a, b] with constants ro, 
po. Let ml, @2, PC, P’,, P2, Pie R with 
b,I + Ia21 >o and p:=FlBz-B,l%>O. (1) 
Then we consider the Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue problem with eigenvalue 
parameter in the boundary condition 
(ry’)‘+(Ap-q) y=O on (xiPlrxi), i= 1, . . . . n, 
a, y(a) -M-Y’)(Q) = 02 
(PC + PiA) y(b) - UL + Pin) = 0, 
y is absolutely continuous on [a, b], 
v' is absolutely continuous on [a, x,), (x,- ,, xi), 
(x, ~ r, b] with lim .X--t y,- (v’)(x) = lim,- r,+ (v’)(x). 
(2) 
(31 
(4) 
(5) 
Some other boundary conditions can be considered similarly: The case of 
a A-dependent boundary condition like (4) at x = 4 and a A-independent 
boundary condition like (3) at x = b and the case of I-dependent boundary 
conditions like (4) at both endpoints x= a and x= b. In the two cases 
likewise a modified condition (1) must be fulfilled. For brevity we treat 
only the case of the boundary conditions (3), (4). 
THEOREM 1. For the eigenoalue problem (2))(5) assume that (1) is 
fulfilled; then the eigenvalue problem (2)-(5) has a countable infinity of real 
(and simple) eigenvalues A, < A2 < . . . and A, --) GO for k + a3. Let y, denote 
the eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue A,. I f  fl; = 0 then y, has 
exactly (k - 1) zeros in (4, b). I f  /3; # 0 then the eigenfunctions yk corre- 
sponding to eigenvalues Ak < - ,!32/& have exactly (k - 1) zeros in (4, b) and 
the eigenfunctions y, corresponding to eigenoalues I,, > -bf/fl; have exactly 
(k - 2) zeros in (a, b). 
Proof This can be proved analogous to the corresponding result in [4] 
for the Liouville normal form. 1 
We now describe the operator-theoretic formulation of the eigenvalue 
problem (2t(5) where (1) is satisfied (see [4,8, 11, 16, 171). We define the 
Hilbert space H of two-component vectors by H := L2(p: a, 6) @ @ with 
inner product given by 
C(fi7fiL ($?I? 82)l :=jb PfiFl+~f2z- 0 
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Let D(A) be the set of all (,f’, , ,f ) E H which satisfy 
.f’, is absolutely continuous on [a, h], 
cf:f; is absolutely continuous on Co, -Xl 1, (Xi , , -u,), 
CL I? hl with lim u _ ,, (~f;N-~) = lim. ..\!+ (~f:f;h 
-(6;)‘+qf,EL?(P;a,h), 
r,.f,(a) - dcf:f; )(a) = 0, 
.f2=B;.f,(h)-B;(cf;)(h) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
and define A: D(A) -+ H by 
A(f,>,fd= ;(-(rf;)‘+llfi)> -B,fi(~)+Pz(rf;)(~) 
( ) 
A is a self-adjoint operator in H. The eigenvalues of A are the eigenvalues 
of (2))(5). 
Let D(J) be the set of all (.fi,,f2)E H which satisfy 
fi is absolutely continuous with f’, E L’(p; a, h), (9) 
.fi(a)=O if a2 = 0 in (3), (10) 
if 8; = 0, then fi = /Y,f,(h), and if /& # 0, then f, is 
differentiable at h and ,f2 = /Y,fi (h) - /?;(rf; )(h). (11) 
The function J is defined on D(J) x D(J) by 
Lx2 = 0, p;=o: 
J((.f,Yf2), kl, 92)):=Sli(rf~~+q~~~)-~P,P;.f,(h)g,(~), 
%#O, p;=o: LI 
J((~,,~),(81,R2)):=jb(If;~+Yfi~)-3PIB;./l(h)g,(h) 
0 
.- .- 
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If (gl, g2)EW), then 
J((fi 3 f2h (g2, 82)) = [(fi 3 .fA a?,> g*)lr u-1 2 f2) E WJ). 
THEOREM 2. For j= 1, 2 let r,EPCL[a, b], p,,qi~PCO,[a,h], 
r,>r,>,r, (const)>O, pz3p13p0 (const)>O, and q1>q2 on (xi-l,xi), 
i= 1, . ..) n. Let (2”‘), . . . . (5”‘) denote the eigenualue problem (2), . . . . (5) with 
r, p, q replaced by rj, p,, qi and the corresponding eigenvalues by 
Ay’<Iy’<..., j= 1, 2. Then 
for each k E N for which 
v(Pl- PJ GO. (13) 
Proof. First we follow the lines of the proof of Theorem 2.2(b) in [3]. 
But the appearance of the eigenvalue parameter in the boundary condition 
makes the proof somewhat more complicated. We must use our Theorem 1 
and Theorem 2.1 in [3]: Suppose that 
%(I’< 
k 
] (2’ 
‘k . (14) 
Then it follows that 
= (%P’- $2’) p2 + Ai”(P, - p*) + q* - q, < 0. 
Case I. /?; = 0: Then Theorem 1 implies that yf’ and yp’ have exactly 
(k- 1) zeros in (x,, x,), respectively. Furthermore Theorem 2.1 in [3] 
implies that y:“(x,) # 0. The assumption yy’(x,) = 0 contradicts condition 
(1). The assumption yy’(x,,) # 0 implies by again using Theorem 2.1 in [3] 
that (rl( y:“)‘/yy’)(xn) > (rz( yi*‘)‘/yy’)(x,). With (5) the latter is equiva- 
lent to 
8, +p;n:“,B1 +ppp 
P2 s2 . 
This contradicts (14) and the strictly increasing of the function fi: Iw + R 
defined by 
(the strictly increasing of j? follows from condition (1)). 
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Case II. pi # 0: Then the function [j: [w :, 1 - [j,l/$ } -+ R defined by 
is strictly increasing in the interval (-a~, -@?/lj;) and in the interval 
( -pZ/&, co) (again this follows from condition (1 )). 
Case II(a). Jr’< -pz//?;. Then from Theorem 1 it follows that yi” 
has exactly (k - 1) zeros in (x,, x,) and from Theorem 1 and Theorem 2.1 
in [3 J it follows that y, (2) also has exactly (k - 1) zeros in (x,, x,,). Thus by 
Theorem 1 Ak2’< -B2/&. Again from Theorem 2.1 in [3] it follows that 
yp’(x,) # 0. The assumption vi2’(x,,) = 0 implies from the boundary condi- 
tion (5) that ii*‘= - p2/& which is a contradiction to the formula just 
derived. The assumption yy’ # 0 implies by again using Theorem 2.1 in [3] 
that (rl(~(ll))‘/yy))(xn) > (r2(v~2’)‘/.~~z’(~,~). With (5) the latter is equivalent 
to b(n:“)>D(,?p’). This contradicts (14) and the strictly increasing of the 
function fl in the interval (-co, -p2//3;). 
Case II(b). ,!:“a -b2/&: Then from Theorem 1 it follows that ,‘:‘I 
has exactly (k - 2) zeros in (x,, x,,). Furthermore from (14) and Theorem 1 
it follows that y, (2) also has exactly (k - 2) zeros in (x,, x,,). Now we can 
proceed as in Case II(a) where we now have the strictly increasing of p in 
the interval ( -pz/D;, co) to get a contradiction. 1 
Remark. (a) The same condition (13) as in the case of Sturm- 
Liouville eigenvalue problems with R-independent boundary conditions 
gives the validity of formula ( 12) (see [ 1, 31). 
(b) Theexamples a=O, ~=J-c, rj=l, q,=-lO,p,=j, tl)=l, cc,=O, 
b, = 1, & = 1, j3, = 1, 8; = 0, for j= 1,2 show that without the condition 
(13) Theorem 2 would be false (compare also [ 1 I). 
(c) As in [ 1, 3] condition (13) is satisfied if at least one of the 
following two conditions is fulfilled: 
(i) p, = pz (as in all problems in Liouville normal form) 
(ii) ii” 2 0. 
(d) i,y)20 is a further sufficient condition for (12). This can be 
proved in a similar way. 
We introduce some further notation. For any f E PC: [a, b] define step 
functionsf+,fP,,fiE PCz[a, h] by 
,f+(~) := sup Lf-(x) := inf f;f:=f(xi. ,,Z) 
(r,-I.YJ (.ri-I&) 
when xi-., <x<x,, where xi I/Z :=i(x,+, +x,), i= 1, . . . . n. Denote by 
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(2 + ), . . . . (5 + ), (2- ), . . . . (5 ~ ) and (Z), . . . . (3) the eigenvalue problems 
obtained from (2), . . . . (5) by replacing p, q, r by p+, q+, T+, p-, q-, Y- and 
j, kj, f, respectively. For k = 1, 2, . . . let AZ, 1, denote the kth eigenvalue of 
(2 * ), . . . . (5 * ) and (“2), . . . . (‘5), respectively. In the following we always 
assume that at least one of the following conditions is satisfied for the 
eigenvalue problem (2), . . . . (5): p = 1 or 3., 3 0. Then Theorem 2 shows that 
2; d iwk < j-l . 
Using calculations analogous to those used in [3] the bounds A: for A, 
can be determined by a suitable modification of the algorithm described 
in [3]. 
Eigenvalue problems of the type considered above arise in many physical 
and technical problems; see [S, 6, 8-101 for examples. 
3. CONVERGENCE OF THE METHOD 
In this section we assume that p, q, r E C’ [a, b] and that the partition rt 
is uniform (xi-xi- 1 = l/n(b - a) = h). We now prove that the approximate 
eigenvalues At represent O(h) approximations to A,. The analysis is 
similar to that used in [lo]. Therefore we describe the proofs rather briefly 
and only the most necessary steps from them are given. Furthermore the 
two cases of the eigenvalue problems (2 + ), . . . . (5 + ), (2 - ), . . . . (5 - ), respec- 
tively, are treated simultaneously. We formulate with the necessary 
modifications some lemmas analogous to Lemmas 14 and Theorem 4 
in [lo]. 
LEMMA 1. Zff~ C’[a, h], then 
IV-I”‘// 32 ~w”I/ cc 3 
lift II ic G llfll x + W-II 5. 
Zff>fo (const) > 0, then 
(II.11 denotes the sup-norm on [a, b]). 
Denote by yz the unique solution of the initial value problem 
(rf(y;)‘)‘+ (ppk -9’) y: =o, 
J&4= -a27 b”+(Y;)‘)w= -%1, 
(15) 
(16) 
which, for fixed h is allowed to depend on the real parameter p for 
/L”ES,,~ := {,uEIWI Jp-&I fh’--‘:} 
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for any fixed E E (0, 1). The initial value problem ( 15) (16) is equivalent to 
the integral equation 
(17) 
Then the following Lemma can be proved similar to Lemma 2 in [lo]. 
LEMMA 2. For p E S,,, and h < 1 
II yt II x d I@ cash M(b - a), 
where 
x ((1 + IbA)(IlPIIx + llP’llx)+ 11~11, + lI4’llx) 
and 
Moreover 
+(b-a)M’ficoshM(b-a). 
Proof: We have 
and 
Using this, estimating in (17), and applying a variant of the Gronwall 
inequality the bound on liyz I/ r follows from Lemma 1 and the definition 
of sir,,. The bound on Ij(y2)‘jl~ follows by doing only one integration in 
( 15), estimating in a similar way and applying the bound for j/y: (1 m. 1 
Similar to Lemma 3 in [lo] the following Lemma can be proved. 
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LEMMA 3. There exists a constant C independent of h such that ,for all 
P,, P~ES,,,~ we have 
IlY~-Y~ll,6ml-P*l 
and 
Ilr’(Y~Fr‘t(Y~)‘Il, em1 -PA. 
Proof. We have from (17) 
Estimating in this equation, making use of (18), (19), and applying the 
same variant of the Gronwall inequality as before we get the first 
inequality. The second inequality follows by doing only one integration in 
(15) and applying the first inequality just proved. It follows from Lemmas 1 
and 2 that the constant C can be chosen independently of h. 1 
Let $k be the eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue 1, of the 
eigenvalue problem (2), . . . . (5) normalized according to 
4da) = --cI~, (@b)(a) = -Q,. (20) 
Then similar to Lemma 4 in [lo] the following Lemma can be proved. 
LEMMA 4. For all p E Sh.k we have 
l14,c~;llx==O(h’-C) (21) 
and 
\Ird;--r*(yZ)‘(I, =O(h’-‘) (22) 
for h sufficiently small. 
Proof The initial value problem (2), (20) for the kth eigenfunction dk 
is equivalent to the integral equation 
q(s) 4&l ds dt. (23) 
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Making use of this and (17) it follows that 
+ l”k p+(~k-~+i.~dt 
- 
+C~c’ytm,d~dt-S.:f5,:4(Xdrdt. (24) 
<I 
From this we obtain, by applying Lemma 2 and the Gronwall inequality, 
,,p*,,= fif(h-a)2coshM(h-il) 
+ jh Gh,.Jf) dt 
I) 
cash M(b - a) (25 ) 
<I 
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The result (21) now follows as a consequence of Lemma 1 and the defmi- 
tion of Sh,k since the integrals appearing in (26) are bounded independently 
of h for h sufficiently small. The result (22) follows by doing only one 
integration in (15) (16), and in (2) (20) and then applying (21). I 
In the following we use the notation 
WY) := s; Y(h) - Mry’)(b), 
R6,,,(y’):=P;y’(h)-&(r’(y’)‘)(h). 
Let 4: denote the eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue AZ 
normalized according to 
d:(a)= -cf2, (r*($$)‘)(a)= -x1 (27) 
and let A * the self-adjoint operator in the Hilbertspace (HC, [. , .] *) 
corresponding to the eigenvalue problem (2’) . . . . (5 *). Then it follows 
that 
= Sh(r-r~)~;(~~)‘dt+lh(q-ql)m,sZ dt 
a u 
and furthermore 
(28) 
ji (r-r’) c#J;(~:)’ dt 
Equation (29 ) suggests to define a mapping T *: Sh.k -+ R by 
lt(r-r*)#&(yz)‘dt 
T’(p) :=/I, - +~S:(q-q+hhy~ dt-A&p-p’hy; dt) 
15: P’&Y: dt+ UldMWG,,(y~) ’ 
(30) 
where yz is the solution of (15), (16). Now similar to Theorem 4 in [lo] 
the following Lemma can be proved. 
LEMMA 5. For h sufficiently small the mapping T * is a contraction from 
S,,, into Sh,k. 
Proclf. For example, we only prove that T * maps Sh,k into S,,, for h 
sufficiently small. Further steps of the proof can be done analogously to 
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that of Theorem 4 in [lo] and we omit them. Let p E S,,,k; then it follows 
from (30) that the numerator of j T t (p) - A, / can be estimated: 
(Ilr-r+l17 II&II * II(Y: I + lk4’ll I lltiklli- Il.@ * 
+ IAl lIP-P*IlT lldkllx Ilv:IlAb-4. 
Thus the numerator is O(h) from Lemmas 1 and 2. For the first term in the 
denominator we have 
c 
h 
p*&y:dt= ‘p&dt+O(hl-“) 
0 i 0 
from Lemmas 1 and 4. For the second term of the denominator we have 
f K,(9k) %(Y: I= f (&,(4k))* + O(h’ “1 
by applying Lemma 4. Thus (T’(u) - A,/ = O(h) as h + 0. This implies 
that for h sufficiently small T’ maps Sh,k into S,.,. 1 
We are now ready to prove 
THEOREM 3. For h sufficiently small, there exist constants C,, C,, C, 
independent of h such that 
Moreover, 
1/2:IGc,, lld:ll, GCcz7 Il+(tq)‘llx dC3. (31) 
J& - Ak’ I = O(h), (32) 
ll#,c - 4: II r = O(h), (33) 
II46 - r’(@? I’ll r = O(h). (34) 
Proof: We choose h sufficiently small so that T* is a contraction on 
S, k as in Lemma 5. Then it follows from (29) and (30) that Ak+ is the fixed 
pomt of T*. Furthermore from (15), (16), and (27) we have q5: = y,$. 
Then Lemma 4 implies 
ll4,c - 4; II 2 = 0th’ ~ “I. l/rqS;-r’(b:)‘II, =O(h’-“) 
and since 3,: E Sh.k we also have 
l&-ri;I =O(h’-“). 
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From this formula (31) follows. The error estimation (32) is obtained by 
estimating (29) by application of (31) and Lemma 1. The error estimation 
(33) follows by application of (31), (32), Lemma 1 to (25), (26) for p = ;Ik. 
An analogous argument proves (34). i 
In the case of Theorem 3, O(h2) rates of convergence cannot be obtained 
in general. But this can be proved for the approximate eigenvalues, eigen- 
functions, and its quasiderivatives of the eigenvalue problem (?!), . . . . (3). 
THEOREM 4. Let p, q, Y E C3[a, b]. Then for h sufficiently small, there 
exist constants 5;;) c2, c, independent of h such that 
Moreover 
J& - I,( = O(h’), (36) 
ll4,, - &A a = W2)> (37) 
\Ir& - $;I\ m = O(h2). (38) 
Proof Analogous to our Theorem 3 and to Corollary 4.1 of [lo] the 
four estimations (35)-(38) can be proved since now Lemma 2 of [15] is 
applicable. Therefore we omit further details of the proof. fl 
The eigenvalues 1, must be computed by an algorithm analogous to that 
which is used in the computation of the J.Z. But to a certain extent without 
further computations we can get O(h*)-approximations to the J., by the 
arithmetic means i( 2; + 1,: ). 
THEOREM 5. Let p, q, r E C3[a, b]. Then for h sufficiently small 
Id, - (l/2)(1$ + A,)1 = O(h*). 
ProoJ With Theorems 4 and 3 the conclusion follows similar to 
Theorem 1 in [ 131, if the Rayleigh quotients considered in [ 131 are 
replaced by Rayleigh quotients defined about the quadratic form J 
considered in Section 2. We omit further details of the proof. a 
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